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Risk assessment and predicting survival are pivotal to the prevention of CVD by 
enhancing healthier lifestyles, pharmacological and other healthcare 
interventions and reducing risk factor prevalence (e.g. smoking)

Based on previous experience and personal beliefs, clinical judgment might be 
biased 

Risk algorithms provide reliable and objective criteria to support clinical-decision 
making

Rationale for the use of risk prediction tools



Risk prediction tool use for clinicians

Aim – to assist healthcare professionals in their clinical decision-making
a) to provide objective risk estimates to assist health professionals in their subjective interpretations

b) to avoid both the overtreatment of low-risk individuals and the undertreatment of high-risk patients 
with the additional goal of promoting lifestyle changes in those at long-term risk

Risk prediction tool use for patients

Aim – to inform individuals about their risks of developing an outcome
a) to inform changes individuals’ behaviour, self-management decisions and treatment decisions

b) to empower patients to take part in the decision-making process

How to use the tools with our patients



Risk algorithms development and performance 
assessment

Based on not too many, unambiguous, easy to measure, 
low cost and widely available and easy to understand 
(for healthcare provider and patient) factors

Clinical impact of prediction tools

The correct risk stratification of patients should improve 
clinical outcomes and resources allocation

Risk prediction tool assessment



Risk prediction in older patients

Estimations work well for middle-aged subjects (competing non-CV death in older)

Risk prediction in young individuals (<50 y.o.)

10-year prediction might be not enough in high lifetime risk subjects

Risk prediction in high-risk subjects

Need for risk stratification in subjects with diabetes or clinically established CVD

Predicting risk of cardiovascular events by
patient groups



Compilation of online available prediction
tools



1. Medical history (history of CVD and diabetes)

2. Calibration (geographic region)

3. Impact of clinical guidelines

4. Additional risk measures beyond 10-year CVD risk

5. Missing or unavailable values

6. Estimation of the individual effect of preventive treatment

7. User-friendly tools

Seven considerations for selecting the best
prediction tool for every patient



Decision aid PDF

www.escardio.org/cvd-prevention
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U-Prevent tool

https://www.u-prevent.com



Recommendations

55-yo subject with T2DM whose 
current medication is 
atorvastatin 20 mg

Estimated CVD-free years 
gained with a combination of 
smoking cessation and a HbA1c 
target of less than 53 mmol/mol

https://www.u-prevent.com



- HeartScore is aimed at supporting clinicians in optimizing individual 
cardiovascular risk reduction

- It is the electronic and interactive version of the SCORE risk charts of the 
European Guidelines on CVD Prevention written by the Joint European 
Societies’ Task Force on Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in Clinical Practice

HeartScore

Outcome: 10-year risk of 
cardiovascular death 
(Europe low- or high-risk)

http://www.heartscore.org



The Patient Advice tab consolidates the advices given to the patient at the date 
of the examination.

The CVD Prevention Guidelines tab includes recommendations from the 
European Guidelines on CVD Prevention.

HeartScore

http://www.heartscore.org



The SMART Risk Score is a tool to estimate 10-year risk for recurrent vascular 
events in subjects with manifest cardiovascular disease (CAD, CVD, PAD, AAA PVD)

SMART Risk

Outcome: 10-year risk for myocardial infarction, stroke or vascular death in 
individual patients with clinically manifest atherosclerotic vascular disease.

https://www.escardio.org/Education/ESC-Prevention-of-CVD-Programme/Risk-assessment/SMART-Risk-Score



For patient groups with different risk factor profiles and different baseline 
cardiovascular risk, different risk algorithms are to be used

The EAPC advises the use HeartScore for risk prediction in healthy people and the 
use of the U-Prevent tool developed by the University of Utrecht. 

U-Prevent provides risk algorithms for all patient subgroups and ages, and it 
offers a lifetime perspective for each subgroup.

Conclusions
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